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THERE ARE THOSE WHO MAKE
COMPROMISES, AND THERE ARE
THE OTHERS. HE’S ONE OF THE
OTHERS.

Peter Julen, Technical Director Zermatt Bergbahnen

WHY DO YOU THINK
HE SWEARS BY US?
Not many people have more responsibility than Peter Julen. As Technical Director of Zermatt Bergbahnen,
he has to ensure that ten million passengers are conveyed safely to altitudes of up to 3880 metres every
year, a challenge that allows no compromise. Setting radically new quality standards, never settling for the
first solution that comes along, but always insisting on the best: that’s something MOTOREX also stands
for. And why we are precisely the right partner for Zermatt Bergbahnen. Find out more about how our oils
are helping companies from a wide range of industries meet their ambitious targets: www.motorex.com
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Dear readers,

The future belongs to fuel economy oils
The debt crisis in Europe and around the world affects us all. Whether our
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REPORT

home is Switzerland, where an overvalued Swiss franc threatens to strangle

Project Linthal 2015:

the economy, or in the neighboring eurozone, where every citizen expects

All systems go for water power

sooner or later to be left cleaning up the debt mess. The extent and timing of
the direct fallout may vary, but the situation is unlikely to leave anyone
unscathed.
MOTOREX has a longstanding commitment to being a reliable partner. It is
difficult times like these that reveal whether words will be backed up with

INSIDE

deeds. The sharp increase in prices of petroleum products, which are also the

14	MOTOREX employees: You can depend on us!

input products for lubricants, have given rise to higher lubricant prices
worldwide. Everyone is aware of the surge in the Swiss franc. While the

EXPORT

resulting currency effect has largely offset the increase in commodity prices,

16	Motoshop Zubor:

strict cost controls and timely investments in enhancing the flexibility of our

Growth through self-assurance

production facilities have been essential in keeping our Swiss franc prices at
2008 levels. Today, therefore, we can honestly say that we have passed on
100% of our foreign exchange gains to our customers through stable Swiss
franc prices.
2012 looks unlikely to be an easy year for any sector of the economy, but
MOTOREX is autonomous and free to make its own decisions. In 2012 we will

INDUSTRY
18

A direct connection to success

practices. Upon this foundation we are motivated and well equipped to
demand the best for you and with you, our esteemed customers and
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pursue a commitment to quality in our products, services and business

MOTOREX GREASE 5200 and ECOPRESS

partners, from the year 2012.
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motorex in the

news
PRODUCING
SMARTPHONES
WITH COOL-X
Smartphones are revolutionizing
mobile communications and IT
use. The devices are a real challenge
for manufacturers, who have to turn
out large quantities in a very short
time. The “backbone” of these
high-tech gadgets is a milled
lightweight metal frame, machined
on precision spindles from Fischer
Precise of Herzogenbuchsee. With
their outstanding performance and
reliability in three-shift operation, the
machines have been a hit with the
manufacturers. These powerhouses,
which have an output of up to 25 kW,
are cooled with MOTOREX COOL-X.
The ready-to-use long-life coolant
optimally dissipates heat, prevents
all forms of corrosion and protects
every type of metal. Moreover,
MOTOREX guarantees maintenance-free use for two years –
meaning COOL-X often outlasts an
entire generation of smartphones!

POWER FORMULA: FARMER POLY 602
In FARMER POLY 602, MOTOREX is launching a special UTTO (universal tractor transmission
oil) with multirange SAE 5W/20 viscosity. The low viscosity yields excellent performance
in hydrostatic drive vehicles with wet brakes thanks to low power transmission losses –
a strong selling point for municipal all-purpose vehicles and tractors.
The reformulated semi-synthetic FARMER POLY 602 combines a large number of benefits, including good temperature stability, reduced resistance when starting even in extreme cold,
dependable lubrication and resistance to aging, to name just a few. FARMER POLY 602 meets
the following specifications: as a transmission fluid: API GL-4; as a hydraulic fluid: ISO VG 46;
as UTTO: Safety+Performance: John Deere JDM J20D and Kubota SUPER UDT®.

THESE ARE THE
WORLD CHAMPIONS 2011
It has been another excellent
season for drivers and riders
who use MOTOREX in a wide
variety of race disciplines.
Their achievements this
year include no less than
seven world champion titles/
worldcup winners. This is
an unequalled success for
the competitors, their teams
and MOTOREX.

RacING REPORT
RepoRt 2011
RACING

SEVEN
ld
new worns
champio r
again foX
MOTORE

Read more in our racing
supplement or online at:
www.motorex.com/racing

The 2011 racing season is now history, bringing to an end another extremely successful season for MOTOREX. Consistent involvement in
racing at the highest level is effective in two ways. Firstly, it showcases the impressive performances of all riders, although we can only list
a few of them here. Secondly, it yields a great deal of valuable knowledge and test results, which allow us to keep improving our standard
products. Better for everyone. Better for you. Let’s look forward to a successful season in 2012!

210x210mm_Broschuere_WC_ENGLISCH.indd 3
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MOTOREX FORMULA 4T
FOR THE KTM NOBILITY

MLX DEPENDS ON
MOTOREX

The “orange team’s” tradition of ultralight

Depending on the temperature, the one-cylin-

street motorcycles continues with the KTM

der engine is cooled with MOTOREX FORMULA

125 Duke. Slimmed down to the essentials,

4T SAE 10W/40 or SAE 15W/50. This quality

the Duke weighs just 125 kg. A sturdy tubular

semi-synthetic motor oil is the ideal lubricant

space frame with spring elements from WP-

for this KTM engine and transmission. A special

Suspension makes it fun to ride! The bike’s

set of additives also keeps the clutch from

design comes from the pen of house designer

“slipping” in the oil bath (JASO MA approval).

Gerald Kiska. A water-cooled four-stroke,

In many countries the Duke is legal for teens

four-valve engine with two overhead cams

aged 16 and up, and it is sure to be a hit among

and fuel injection supplies surging power.

this demographic.

MLX has successfully built a market
position as a specialist in tires
and wheels. In Germany alone the
company has a network of over
300 independent dealers, acting
as systems provider to supply
them with modular building blocks
for their operations. The focus
at MLX is on providing top quality
at competitive prices. So it’s no
wonder the company, through
a stringent selection procedure,
chose MOTOREX as its supplier
for lubrication and care products.
MLX’s marketing approach is to
make sure its distributors are
highly knowledgeable in advising
customers. It is important that
the benefits of quality products
from Switzerland can be credibly
communicated to customers.
Accordingly, MOTOREX conducts
an ongoing training series for
MLX partners in Langenthal, an
approach that also yields direct
feedback from the field.
www.mlx.de

OEKOSYNT HEES FOR CRANS-MONTANA
Yet another ski region has chosen MOTOREX OEKOSYNT
HEES to use in its trail grooming equipment. Before the
start of the winter season, Crans-Montana adeptly
switched to OEKOSYNT HEES 46 rapidly biodegradable
hydraulic fluid in its fleet of 18 snowcats.
Crans-Montana has a longstanding commitment to using the most environmentally friendly lubricants in
its cableways and trail grooming equipment. But
switching to the high-performance biofluid also reduces maintenance costs in the shop through use of
Photo: CMA SA, Crans-Montana

a single standard hydraulic fluid. Please contact your
MOTOREX partner with any questions you may have
about using OEKOSYNT HEES.
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MOTOREX BIOGARD:
TAILOR-MADE FOR CHAIN AND NATURE
Rapidly biodegradable chainsaw lubricants have become an indispensable
component of any sustainable forest management program. Over ten
years ago MOTOREX successfully brought BIOGARD chain oils to
market. The lubricants are continually improved in close collaboration
with specialists and organizations such as the Swiss Forest Owners
Association WVS.
Motorized chainsaws consume an average of 0.33

MOTOREX Magazine: “Can you tell us the main reason

liters of oil per hour of operation, releasing 800 to

to use rapidly biodegradable chain oil?”

1000 tonnes of chain oil into the environment each

Jean-Luc Schenk, WVS: “The high level of environmental

year in Switzerland alone. Using rapidly biodegrad-

awareness in our country provides ideal circumstances

able chain oil can significantly reduce environmental

for biodegradable lubricants. What’s more, FSC standards

impact, an approach actively promoted throughout

and other regulations require the use of biofluids.”

Switzerland by the Swiss Forest Owners Association
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WVS (see box). WVS’s professional education programs

“Updated formulas have increased the biodegradabili-

have long emphasized the use of biodegradable lu-

ty quotient (within 28 days) of BIOGARD PLUS to 87%

bricants, teaching practitioners the advantages of

and that of BIOGARD to as much as 99 %. Have you

MOTOREX’s biofluids. Jean-Luc Schenk, coordinator

noticed any difference in the products in practical use

of the chainsaw curriculum for WVS, answered a few

compared to earlier versions?”

questions for MOTOREX Magazine about his experi-

“No, not really. These have been very high-level products

ences with BIOGARD products.

for a long time. But there have been substantial changes

BIODEGRADABILITY COMPARISON
BIOGARD VERSUS N 150 MINERAL OIL
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Jean-Luc Schenk, WVS curriculum coordinator in
charge of no fewer than 280 chainsaws, tells us about
his experience with MOTOREX BIOGARD.
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since the first generation of bio chain oils. We use

lubricated directly from a chain oil tank built into the

chainsaws from all the major manufacturers in our

saw. In our courses, we recommend topping up the oil

courses. Our equipment includes about 280 saws. We

tank every time the saw is refueled.”

BIOGARD
BIOGARD PLUS
N 150 MINERAL OIL

successfully use BIOGARD products in all of them.”
“What about anti-corrosion protection when chain“Both products are based on renewable raw materials.

saws are kept in extended storage?”

Do you consider this a sensible approach?”

“The important thing during storage is where the saw is

“Yes, it’s a good thing – conserving resources is an

kept – it should be stored in a dry place. If the saw is

important principle at WVS.”

being stored longer than two months, I recommend
removing and cleaning the chain and applying a pro-

“Can you say something about wear to the saw and bar?”

tective layer of oil.”

“To keep wear to a minimum, it is essential to prevent
any problems in the oil feed. In winter, saw manufac-

“Do you give the participants in your courses any

turers recommend adjusting the oil flow for the lower

other tips?”

temperatures – i.e. increasing the flow rate.”

“Always use biodegradable lubricants to comply with
applicable FSC standards. A responsible woodsman

“Special additives can keep the viscosity-tempera-

should also generally work with alkylate fuels.”

ture curve balanced for year-round use. What experience do you have in this regard?”

Thank you for the interesting interview. •

“In winter we expect the temperature to reach –15 °C,
but it’s usually warmer, around zero or so. BIOGARD
products flow freely in cold temperatures and adhere
well to the chain when the temperature is above zero as
well.”
“Is there a difference in lubrication between harvester
and conventional chainsaw chains?”
“Yes. With harvesters, the relatively large chain has only
a very short travel path and is generally lubricated with
the machine’s hydraulic oil, which should also be biodegradable (OEKOSYNT HEES). Chainsaws, by contrast, are
motorex Magazine
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Swiss Forest Owners Association (WVS)
The Swiss Forest Owners Association
(WVS) is a Swiss forest management
umbrella organization founded in
1921. Members include cantonal
and regional forest owners’
associations, cantons and individual forest owners. The WVS assists its
members in improving marketing for their products. It also runs a professional center for vocational training and professional development in the
forestry sectors and publishes the two leading forestry trade journals,
Wald und Holz and La Forêt. www.wvs.ch
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motor oil

THE FUTURE BELONGS TO FUEL ECONOMY
Driving farther on less fuel with lower emissions requires absolute precision
and high-tech engine design. The latest, extremely low-viscosity motor oils
are beginning to play a key role as a “liquid design factor.”
Legislation and consumer demand are forcing automakers

LOW CONSUMPTION

to develop increasingly efficient generations of engines.

In the popular low-friction SAE 5W/20 viscosity,

Higher efficiency and lower emissions demand new

MOTOREX CONCEPT J-XL offers a solution for the

technologies, which in turn require ever-lower machining

latest generation of precision-machined gasoline

tolerances. The automotive industry and its suppliers are

and diesel engines. Its unique high-lubricity charac-

investing in extreme precision in all relevant parts.

teristics greatly reduce churning (dipping of moving
parts into the motor oil) and friction losses from a

OIL AS A DESIGN FACTOR

cold start. Responding rapidly to the oil pump even

However, the latest achievements in engine technology

at below-zero temperatures, it reaches the lubrication

will only work with the right motor oil. Through con-

points faster to reduce wear as the engine is warming

stant close collaboration with engine manufacturers,

up. The Synthetic Performance motor oil optimally

MOTOREX has built up an enormous store of tribological

penetrates the engine under all operating conditions,

knowledge. This makes it possible to develop a stream

guaranteeing dependable lubrication and lower fuel

of new formulas tailored to the latest generation of

consumption.

engines. By using extremely low-viscosity base fluids

8

and the latest additives, MOTOREX FEO (Fuel Economy

MANUFACTURERS DEMAND LOW VISCOSITY

Oil) motor oils make a measurable contribution to

More and more leading manufacturers are recom-

reducing fuel consumption.

mending high-tech, low-viscosity formulas for their

Photo: AR

MOTOREX VOTED

“BEST BRAND”

The readers of “Auto Illustrierte”
have spoken: MOTOREX has won
the Swiss magazine’s 2011 Best Brand
award in the lubricants category.
The MOTOREX R&D Director explains lubricant sample analysis methods
in the ultramodern laboratory.

MOTOREX and Castrol have dominated the annual vote
for many years, and their competitors barely get a look-in.
It was the same story again this year, with the crucial
difference that this time drivers chose MOTOREX as
their favorite, giving the company victory over its multisector rival. Not surprising really, since surveys covering
a wide variety of sectors (agricultural equipment,
cycling and motorcycling, transport, cableways, etc.)
have already identified MOTOREX as a major lubrication
technology specialist on a number of occasions. Once
again David’s skills and ability have proven too much for
a giant Goliath!

Extremely low viscosity and innovative additives yield ultra-thin lubricant
films for hydrodynamic operation.

Every autumn “Auto Illustrierte” holds a survey, in which
its knowledgeable readers are invited to select the best
brands in a number of categories. Over 2000 people take
part every year, selecting their preferred makes for a
variety of car-related products. From MOTOREX’s
perspective, this achievement is recognition of its many

vehicles. The MOTOREX Research and Development

years of tireless work to offer customers the greatest

Director explains why:

possible added value and service. •

Through constant close collaboration with
engine manufacturers, MOTOREX has built up
an enormous store of tribological knowledge

BRAND
BRAND IMAGE
IMAGE DEVELOPMENT
DEVELOPMENT OF
OF OIL
OIL
BRANDS
IN
SWITZERLAND
BRANDS IN SWITZERLAND
50
50
45
45

are using low-viscosity motor oils. This means that
motor oil has become an extremely important design
factor. Thus the right low-viscosity oil is a key requirement for OEMs (original equipment manufacturers) in
reaching their goals for performance, consumption and
emissions.
When higher viscosity motor oil is used, churning
and friction losses in the engine rise. That means fuel
consumption increases and with it emissions, while
efficiency declines. Breakthrough technology now
makes it possible to positively impact precisely these
three factors with an SAE 5W/20 viscosity.” •
motorex Magazine
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“As already described, more and more manufacturers
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BP
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Report

In the heart of a mountain at 1700 meters above sea level, workers labor around the clock toward a common goal. In 2015,
four pump turbines will commence operation here in this imposing cavern, supplying 1000 megawatts of electricity.

PROJECT LINTHAL 2015:

ALL SYSTEMS GO
FOR WATER POWER
Pumped storage plants function as gigantic batteries for the electricity
industry. Consumers don’t always need all of the electricity
generated by large power plants in continuous operation. In these
cases, pumped storage plants can be used to lift water up to highaltitude reservoirs, from which water turbines can then supply
electricity precisely at times of peak demand. Switzerland’s biggest
pumped storage facility is currently being built in Linthal in the
Canton of Glarus.

10

Clean electricity, available at the right moment, will

in which energy company Axpo and the Canton of

continue to be a key success factor for our society for a

Glarus hold interests of 85% and 15% respectively, cur-

long time to come. Kraftwerke Linth-Limmern AG (KLL),

rently has generating capacity of 480 megawatts (MW)

Before construction work could start, project engineers
had to build two heavy-duty cable lifts. And they are only
temporary!

The Linthal 2015 project demands the maximum from humans
and machinery. Several tunnel boring machines are in use
simultaneously. This one is in front of access shaft 1 in Tierfehd.

Two one-kilometer pressure shafts with a diameter of
5.2 m and gradient of over 90 % are being bored into the
rock between the machine cavern and the Muttsee.

and produces some 460 million kilowatt-hours of elec-

1800 or even 2500 meters above sea level. Work contin-

tricity. The Linthal 2015 expansion project will use a

ues around the clock in three shifts, in full compliance

new underground pumped storage plant to lift water

with workplace safety regulations. At the moment

from the Limmernsee to the Muttsee 630 meters higher

there are no less than ten active construction sites.

up. The new facility, with a pump and turbine capacity

Two new cableways have been built to expand the

of 1000 MW, is scheduled to go online in 2015, boosting

existing capacity for moving people and materials.

KLL’s capacity to 1480 MW, equal to the Leibstadt nuclear

A passenger cableway runs from Tierfehd (800 meters

power plant or the Cleuson Dixence hydroelectric plant.
To distribute its future power output and supply power
for the pumps, KLL will be connected to the 380-kilovolt

A proud 1480 megawatts of capacity from 2015

high-voltage grid.
above sea level) to the Kalktrittli mountain (1857 meters).

LARGE-SCALE CONSTRUCTION
SITE IN HIGH ALPS

Heavy-duty Construction cableway 1, running in

How would you like to take an aerial cable railway to

of carrying up to 25 tonnes of materials, or even 40

work? That’s what some 500 Swiss and foreign work-

tonnes in exceptional cases, such as the transport of

ers here do every day. Many of them live in a specially

a drilling jumbo (title page) or a disassembled tunnel

built set of portable cabins near Tierfehd or in the

boring machine. The cableway’s two track ropes are

mountains near the Muttsee. At any given time, up to

a mighty 90 millimeters in diameter – a further su-

500 people are working at the various building sites at

perlative!

motorex Magazine
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parallel, started operation in early 2010 and is capable
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REPORT continued

Muttsee reservoir, 2474 m

Limmernsee
Ochsenstäfeli, 1880 m
Kalktrittli upper terminus, 1860 m
Central cavern, 1700 m

Tierfehd,
811 m

1
2
3
4

Access shaft 1 with funicular
Access shaft 2
Access shaft 3
Naturally lit shaft

1
2
3
4

Reservoir pressure shaft
Surge tank
Pressure shaft
Lake pressure shaft

1
2

Construction cableway 1
Construction cableway 2

Every diesel engine is equipped with
a particulate filter and state-of-the-art
exhaust gas treatment system.

EXTREME LOGISTICAL CHALLENGES

MOVING THROUGH THE TUNNEL SYSTEM

The logistical challenges at the construction sites are con-

The Kalktrittli upper terminus is right at the entrance of

siderable. The experienced construction firm Marti AG is

a branching system of tunnel shafts. From here, “taxis”

general contractor for the ARGE power plant at Limmern.

(3.5-t minibuses) carry the workers through kilometers of

At the Tierfehd base installation site, bundled equip-

tunnels and shafts to work at the various construction

ment, machinery, vehicles and construction materials

sites or to Construction cable railway 2. Inside the

must be sent up the mountain at just the right time.

mountain is a never-ending hustle and bustle, with

A team of over 70 logistics and transport specialists

trucks, cars and construction equipment traversing
roads covered in netting to suppress dust. A sophisti-

Highest environmental
standards consistently applied

cated ventilation system with airlocks at regular intervals keeps the air fresh at all times. Naturally all diesel
engines on the project, whether stationery or mobile,
are fitted with particulate filters and the requisite

works 24 hours a day to keep things running smoothly.

exhaust gas treatment systems. In general, it’s fair to

Computer-aided logistics planning starts when an order

say that Linthal 2015 is proceeding according to the high-

is placed and often involves “just in time” delivery.

est environmental protection standards. For example,
rapidly biodegradable lubricants are used wherever technically possible, such as MOTOREX OEKOSYNT HFDU 46
fire resistant hydraulic oil in the tunnel boring machine
and elsewhere.

THE IMPOSING CENTRAL CAVERN
The tunnel boring
machine is a highly
complex piece of
equipment.
The walk-through
machine is continually manned by up
to seven workers.
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The central cavern is the heart of the facility. At an imposing 150 meters long, 30 meters wide and 53 meters
high, it has the dimensions of a cathedral. This is where
the four pump turbines will be situated, at the end
of two pressure shafts over 1000 meters long with an
extremely steep 90% gradient. In the immediate vicinity
is the somewhat smaller (130 × 20 × 25 m) transformer

Some 240,000 cubic meters of rock are being blasted
out of the machine and transformer caverns alone, and
transported by conveyer belt for further processing.

The Muttsee is being expanded as a reservoir. Soon
it will be able to hold an astonishing 25 million cubic
meters of water.

cavern. This is where the future command center of the

security of supply in Switzerland and beyond. At night,

power plant in the mountain will be housed. Construction

when energy demand is low, water will be pumped

of the caverns generates some 800 cubic meters of exca-

uphill from the Limmernsee to the Muttsee until the

vated rock a day. A total of 240,000 cubic meters of

“battery” is fully charged once again. •

rock is being broken up and transported by conveyer belt
to the Ochsenstäfeli gravel plant for further processing.
This is also where the Limmernsee dam and Construction cableway 2 are located.

THE MUTTSEE AT THE TOP
Construction cableway 2 leads to the upper terminus at
the Muttsee, 2446 meters above sea level. A new kilometer-long dam is being built to enlarge this natural
reservoir, increasing its current nine million cubic meter
storage capacity to 25 million. The dam is being built
out of material excavated while carving out the caverns.

MOTOREX PRODUCTS PUSHED TO THE LIMIT
A wide range of MOTOREX products are used at the Linth-Limmern
construction sites – motor oils, gear oils, hydraulic fluids, etc. Safety
and environmental protection are given special attention. For example,
the hydraulic fluids used here are flame-resistant (a key safety aspect
in tunnel construction) as well as biodegradable (a key environmental
aspect). Since MOTOREX never sacrifices performance to deliver
these features, the products are ideal for use under difficult high-alpine
conditions.

The Muttsee’s expanded capacity will be necessary
for the pumped storage plant to operate efficiently. The
Muttsee is the highest reservoir in Europe.

80-YEAR PAYBACK PERIOD
At a total cost of CHF 2.1 billion, it is no exaggeration to
call Switzerland’s biggest pumped storage plant a construction feat of the century. Once the facility is online
in 2015, it will be capable of delivering peak power oncall and repeatedly whenever needed – an enormous

Various depots
have been
set up near the
construction
sites to prevent
any supply
bottlenecks,
even during
a night-time
emergency.

benefit. The new plant in Linthal has an efficiency level
of roughly 80%. In the future, the new pumped storage
capacity will enable it to contribute significantly to

motorex Magazine
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INSIDE

Over 250 people put their knowledge and skill to use at MOTOREX every day, proud to be dependable in any situation.
Our corporate culture has a human face.

YOU CAN DEPEND ON US!
In keeping with a commitment to continuous improvement, MOTOREX
carried out a comprehensive project with its employees this year. The result
was a mutual commitment between management and the workforce:
“You can depend on us!”
When the new IT system was implemented in January

attain new levels of quality. At MOTOREX, the most

2009, various procedures and processes were also modi-

important measure of the quality we deliver has always

fied or adjusted. The effects were felt at various levels

been the customer.

within the plant, and in some cases even reached our

FORWARD TOGETHER

“Because we provide professional answers
to the questions and concerns of internal
and external customers within 48 hours,
you can depend on Technical Customer Service.”
Othmar Frey

Perhaps you’ve experienced it during a challenging hike or mountain expedition – members of a
good group motivate each other to reach their goal
together. In our project, each department set ambitious written goals for itself. These goals were then
presented to the other departments on posters along
with the thinking behind them. The resulting group
dynamics generated a great deal of energy, showing
each individual how his or her way of thinking and

14

customers. It always takes time for innovations to

acting tangibly impacts everything that’s done in the

begin working smoothly, but they offer a chance to

company.

“Because we greet our
customers with a smile
and always serve them
professionally, you can
depend on the
Sales Departement.”
Julia Ceccon

“Because our patient driving
style and modern vehicles
guarantee quality deliveries,
you can depend on Logistics.”
Res Röthlisberger

“Because customer samples
are analyzed quickly and
with a focus on the problem,
you can depend on the
Analytical Laboratory.”
Doris Vogel

FOR THE PERFECT POLISH

as pleasant as possible. The employees accepted this

On the path of continual improvement, polishing our

latest continual quality improvement initiative with

own performance and behavior is hard work. But once

gratitude. The project seamlessly carries on BUCHER

the polishing is done, we can take all the more pride in

MOTOREX’s longstanding (since 1917) positive commu-

our quality improvements. The overall aim of the project

nication policy.

was to make our work together customer-focused (both
internal and external customers), efficient, helpful and

motorex Magazine
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That’s why you, the customer, can depend on us! •
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EXPORT

With the construction of two new ultramodern buildings in Banská Bystrica in 2008, Motoshop Servis launched a bold
expansion strategy.

MOTOSHOP ZUBOR:

GROWTH THROUGH SELF-ASSURANCE
In Eastern Europe as elsewhere, the financial crisis and new distribution
models have demanded a great deal of flexibility from the retail sector.
With a bold forward-looking strategy and innovative ideas, Motoshop Zubor
has secured a firm place in the Slovak motorcycle market. Since 2003
Motoshop has been importer and distributor of the MOTOREX MOTO-LINE.
Motoshop Zubor is – you guessed it: a motorcycle shop.

per year, supplying the entire territory of this country

But what a shop! It all started in 1994 when a father

of five million. When Slovakia entered the EU in 2006,

and son named Zubor launched a startup company

Bratislava-based KTM Central East Europe took over the

specializing in repairs, spare parts and sales of all kinds

importer function itself. Today, Motoshop Servis is one

of motorcycles in a rented space. Thanks to their dedi-

of just three KTM dealers in the 49,000 km2 republic.

cation the business thrived, and they soon moved to a
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new 420-square-meter space on a busy street. In 2000

A BOLD NEW CONSTRUCTION PROJECT

father and son reached a new understanding of their

In early 2008 Radomir Zubor began the long-planned

respective roles: the father would focus on Motoshop,

construction of two new, ultramodern buildings. It was

selling clothing and accessories, while his son Radomir

mere coincidence that these futuristic glass and steel

founded Motoshop Servis, a new company dealing in

structures were built during the financial crisis. With

motorcycles (KTM, Husaberg, Yamaha, etc.) and provid-

the motorcycle market in Slovakia contracting by 40%,

ing a full range of motorcycle-related services. Shortly

the company was no longer able to pursue its previous

thereafter Motoshop Servis became KTM importer for

single-make strategy, and Yamaha and Kawasaki soon

the Slovak Republic. Zubor sold some 120 new KTMs

joined KTM in the Motoshop range. Fortunately there

The Zubors, father and son, opened their first Motoshop in
1994. What followed would be hard to top.

Today Motoshop Servis offers many more vehicles in the
“leisure mobility” category.

With passion and self-assurance, Radomir Zubor has built the biggest
motorcycle and power sport shop in Slovakia.

was now plenty of space. Yamaha models are displayed

1993. Radomir Zubor has long been drawn to anything

on the ground floor of the first of the two buildings. The

that has an engine and rumbles. It’s no wonder that his

ground floor of the second building houses the Kawasaki

stock in trade includes not only motorcycles but also

and KTM lines along with a generously proportioned

quads, jet skis and snowmobiles. The 38-year-old is an

accessory shop selling spare parts, gear, and of course the

avid snowmobiler in his own leisure time. Motoshop

complete MOTOREX MOTO-LINE. As a result of this ex-

Servis is an active sponsor of motor sports with out-

pansion strategy, the company has generated sufficient

standing infrastructure and a presence at many exhibi-

cash flow to survive the crisis. Thus Motoshop Zubor

tions. Specialized shop departments include a 24-hour

literally made a virtue of necessity, becoming Slovakia’s

service unit with a repair truck.

largest motorcycle dealer despite the difficult times.

READY FOR THE FUTURE
QUALITY AS PHILOSOPHY

Motoshop Zubor currently sells roughly 10% of all new

Motoshop Zubor’s eight employees often cite MOTOREX

motorcycles in Slovakia. As a known factor, it supplies

as an outstanding example of innovation and quality.

not only the booming city of Banská Bystrica (200 km

Partnering with KTM has proven to be a great way to

east of Bratislava), but also more remote parts of the

raise the MOTOREX brand’s international profile. Most

country. The central location of Slovakia’s sixth-biggest

of the new motorcycles sold in Slovakia are for leisure

city, surrounded by mountains, is a great advantage.

use, so bikers have high expectations of the lubricants

The local landscape offers plentiful opportunities to test

and care products they use. “Price is certainly an impor-

offroad vehicles under real-world conditions.

tant factor in the decision to buy,” Radomir Zubor told
us, “but quality does have its price, and that’s why our

Other leading motorcycle manufacturers have also ex-

customers come to us!”

pressed a keen interest in working with Zubor, and the
company’s sunny future seems assured. Just recently

POPULAR MOTOR SPORTS

Zubor signed a deal to add Honda to the major makes

Motor sports have always enjoyed a prominent place

the company represents. •

in Slovakia and were one of the most popular types
of sport even before the breakup of Czechoslovakia in
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industry

Grenchen-based Binder Electronic Components AG makes high-grade bar-turning pieces from a wide range of materials
for the connector industry.

A DIRECT CONNECTION
TO SUCCESS

Grenchen-based Binder Electronic Components successfully rationalized its fluid
management processes and boosted productivity by switching from five different
cutting oils to universal high-performance MOTOREX ORTHO NF-X.
Binder Electronic Components AG was founded in Gren-

CONTINUAL INNOVATION

chen in 1979 as a subsidiary of Franz Binder GmbH + Co.

Since its founding in 1979 the plant has seen continual

Elektrische Bauelemente KG of Neckarsulm. The compa-

expansion and renovation. Today it boasts a 4000

ny manufactures electronic components in the field

square-meter production floor and an extremely diverse

of high-end electronic connectors – plugs – on over

range of machines, including cam-controlled machines,
Swiss-type CNC automatic lathes, multi-spindle machines

Based on this success, Binder Electronic
Components AG switched the entire
plant to the new cutting oil

and even rotary indexing machines. The plant’s bar
turners are masters of every production technique on
these machines, working materials such as brass, bronze,
aluminum, synthetics and, increasingly, stainless steel.

CUTTING OIL A KEY FACTOR
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60 different machines. The metal-removing steps in the

Until recently the plant used five different cutting oils,

production process are all performed in Grenchen. The

which impacted the production flow by affecting not

traditional bar-turning manufacturer’s 60 employees

only which machines were available but also the choice

work ring material along with bar material of diameters

of tools, cleaning of parts and swarf processing. For

ranging from 2 to 32 mm. Final assembly takes place at

many years, chips were collected and centrifuged by

the main plant in Germany.

hand or using simple machines. The work was both

Switching to a single cutting oil simplified oil recovery
using a fully automated swarf centrifuge.

Binder’s production process results in 350 tonnes of swarf. Recycling
the swarf and recovering the cutting oil carried away with it are essential
factors in keeping the company’s costs under control.

onerous and exacting as the recovered oil could only be
used on machines operating with the same type of fluid.
Errors were not uncommon, and the mixing of different
oils took its toll on cutting statistics.
When the company decided to acquire a fully automated swarf centrifuge, the time had clearly come to move
to a universal cutting oil. Just a few years ago this would
have been pure wishful thinking, but now MOTOREX
was able to fill several different machines with highperformance ORTHO NF-X cutting oil for testing.

The recovered cutting oil is purified using filtration
equipment, then returned to the machine tools along
with a portion of fresh oil.

Cutting oil clears the way
“The move to universal cutting oil from
MOTOREX has cleared the way for a large
number of additional improvements in the
production process. A few years ago this
would have been pure wishful thinking.
Today it’s reality!”
David Phan,
Director of Production
Binder Electronic Components AG,
Grenchen/Switzerland

A NEW START WITH ORTHO NF-X
The test runs on various types of machines using
MOTOREX ORTHO NF-X proved that it was indeed possible
to perform every step of the machining process with

tonnes of swarf. The reason lies in the multitude of

one and the same cutting oil. Not only that, but the

small-diameter parts it produces to watch industry

integrated Vmax technology actually yielded improved

standards. These must be produced from relatively

production figures and surface Ra values. The improve-

stable, i.e. thick bar material. The chips, mostly brass,

ments on non-ferrous metal surfaces were especially

are automatically carried to the oil recovery facility in

notable, bringing them up to the highest visual quality

mobile collection carts and centrifuged twice. The re-

standards. Based on this success, Binder Electronic

covered oil is microfiltered (10 microns) and returned

Components AG switched the entire plant to the new

to the machine tools. The chips, free of problematic

cutting oil. The move greatly simplified purchasing, logi-

substances such as chlorine and heavy metals, can

stics, recovery of oil from swarf and parts cleaning.

then be taken for recycling without further problems.

350 TONNES OF SWARF PER YEAR

We will be glad to provide information on the latest

The company works roughly 450 tonnes of metal per

generation of MOTOREX machining fluids and on

year, producing some 100 tonnes of product and 350

optimization options for your business. •
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practice

NEW ALPINE LINE PRODUCTS

GREASE 5200 and ECOPRESS
Many winter sport centers have already
opened for the season. As a complete
range of lubricant products, the ALPINE
LINE is very popular among alpine
infrastructure specialists. Now special
GREASE 5200 lubricant grease for
track cable saddles and biodegradable
ECOPRESS compressor oil provide an
ideal complement to the rest of the line.

TRACK CABLE SADDLES GREASE 5200

Besides track cable saddles, GREASE 5200 can also be

Track cable saddles are parallel pairs of slide devices

used to lubricate roller chains on aerial lifts. It conforms

such as those used on aerial tramway pylons. Various

to DIN 51 502 specifications NLGI 2 and KP2 K-30.

factors such as the operating movement of the cableway, wind and temperature fluctuations keep the track

ECOPRESS COMPRESSOR OIL
In collaboration with a leading producer of artificial

Track cable saddles
are constantly
exposed to pressure,
friction and the
elements. GREASE
5200 is an EP
lubricant based on an
unusual base fluid
thickened with a
special calcium soap.

snowmaking equipment (fan guns and snow lances),
MOTOREX is one of the first companies to develop and
thoroughly test a new, rapidly biodegradable compressor oil in real-world operation. MOTOREX ECOPRESS
has also been tested and approved for this application
by a well-known compressor producer. Combining a
saturated synthetic ester base fluid with a zinc-free
additive package, MOTOREX ECOPRESS is ideal for all
conventional piston compressors such as those used
in mechanical snowmaking equipment. The product
cables in constant motion within the saddles. When a

also provides valuable service in long-term, heavy-duty

gondola passes a pylon, there should be as little jolting

use in piston compressors for mining and manufac-

as possible as the track cable moves within the saddle.

turing. Its high-quality formula gives ECOPRESS the

Friction between the cable and saddle can be minimized

following benefits:

using GREASE 5200, which is normally applied in a
lubrication groove in the saddle. This newly formulated

• rapidly biodegradable

high-pressure lubricant grease is designed for track

• high oxidation and aging resistance

cable saddles exposed to a wide range of operating con-

• excellent corrosion and wear protection

ditions with high, jolting pressure loads combined with

• very low residue formation

vibration. One of its more important functions is pre-

• outstanding viscosity-temperature behavior

venting the much-feared stick-slip effect. This new
specialty grease’s benefits include:

MOTOREX ECOPRESS conforms to performance levels

• outstanding temperature resistance

DIN 51 506 VDL and HLP DIN 51 524/T2 and is available

• resistance against water, snow and ice

in viscosity class ISO VG 46.

• high UV resistance
• special anticorrosion properties
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• very good adherence

Our specialists are ready to answer any questions you

• high oxidation resistance

may have about these two new products. •

Photo: Fotolia/Lauren Thomas

POWERSPORTS

SPECIALLY FORMULATED: NEW SNOWMOBILE MOTOR OILS
As a full-range lubricant supplier, MOTOREX also produces motor oils for
snowmobiles. Specially formulated for the latest generation of motorized sleds,
the lubricants have been technically overhauled and the line slightly expanded.
Modern snowmobiles are increasingly powered by

zero residue regardless of operating conditions and

brawny yet low-emission four-stroke engines. For best

support complete utilization of the fuel.

performance, these engines need quality lubricants. The
new fully synthetic SAE 0W/40 special formula of POLAR

BOTTLE WITH PRACTICAL NOZZLE

SYNT 4T is perfectly designed for operation at very low

The three snowmobile engine oils are available in 200,

temperatures. This engine oil boasts exceptional tem-

25 and four-liter container sizes. The one-liter bottles

perature resistance and shear stability and effectively

have been redesigned, with an updated product label

reduces wear even under critical operating conditions.

and using the practical MOTOREX “elephant trunk” bottle

This is especially important for cold starts. MOTOREX has

design. This highly flexible integrated filling nozzle means

given special attention to this aspect in the SAE 0W/40 vis-

not a drop of lubricant is lost when adding oil, even in the

cosity. The new POLAR SYNT 4T meets the API SM, SL and SJ

chilliest sub-zero temperatures. Just one more innovation

standards.

that delivers a direct additional benefit to the user!

OPTIMUM COMBUSTION

Do you have questions about the new MOTOREX snowmo-

Operators of two-stroke engines can choose between fully

bile motor oils? Please contact your MOTOREX partner. •

synthetic POLAR SYNT 2T or semi-synthetic ADVENTURE
2T (both API TC, JASO FD, ISO-L-EGD). The state-of-the-art
formulas of these two-stroke motor oils offer improved
lubrication and antiwear properties, cold-start behavior and low-residue combustion. Due to their design,
two-stroke engines have long trailed behind four-stroke
models when it comes to emissions. The greatest challenge is achieving the most precise control possible of
gas exchange. Accordingly, engine manufacturers try to
make combustion of the two-stroke fuel mixture as
controlled and complete as possible. The new formulas
of the MOTOREX mixing oil can help. Compared to older
generations of two-stroke engine oils, SNOWMOBILE
POLAR SYNT 2T and ADVENTURE 2T burn with practically
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The new engine oils have been tested in rigorous practical tests. Even after many
hours of operation, the two-stroke engines showed very low combustion residues.
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box
THE LATEST FIND
Ungeheuer Automobile is part of

Karlsruhe, Ettlingen, Bruchsal and

the Emil Frey Group in Germany,

Rastatt locations. In keeping with

specializing in BMW, BMW M and

the motto “100 years of running

MINI vehicles. For its centenary,

smoothly,” MOTOREX wishes the

the management team of the suc-

company a smooth journey into

cessful auto dealership wanted

the future. •

to give its customers a gift that
was really useful. Thus was born

MOTOREX SUPPLIES
UNGEHEUER
the idea of the anniversary oil, for
which MOTOREX used its SELECT
LA-X SAE 5W/30, ideal for both
BMW and MINI. Bearing a specially designed label, the practical
spout bottles were slipped into
customers’ hands at the company’s

Ungeheuer Automobile in Germany recently celebrated its centenary.
As a thank-you gift, the company distributed 5000 bottles of MOTOREX
SELECT LA-X SAE 5W/30 to its customers.

DID YOU KNOW THAT PROTOTYPING IS A SWISS STRONG SUIT?
the petroleum refining industry from a single 5585-kilogram blank. In a multi-stage process, over 3500 kilograms
of high-tensile chromium-nickel-molybdenum steel were
milled, roughed and finished to swarf by SWSTech’s production engineers using a high-performance, double column planer-miller. The process gave MOTOREX TRESOR
PMC 300 coolant-lubricant a chance to shine with exceptionally good results. According to logs of various ma-

ottorex
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When SWSTech AG in Frauenfeld, Switzerland, needed

chining parameters, a comparison with conventional

to manufacture a one-off impeller, the innovative tech-

coolant-lubricants shows that PMC technology made a

nology company turned to the benefits of pioneering

welcome contribution to producing the giant 1511-mm

PMC technology from MOTOREX. SWSTech wanted to

diameter wheel. •

carve a turbine rotor for a compressor of a type used in

www.swstech.com

Gift ideas

KnIttED CAP

HOODIE

Warm, black knitted cap, made from 100% polyacrylic, with
embroidered MOTOREX logo.

Hoodie with cuffs made of 100% cotton, brush-finished on the
inside. Rounded sleeve inserts. Double-ply hood, yellow inside,
with drawstring of the same colour. Constrasting inserts at side.
MOTOREX imprint on front and back.

Extra-Community product: Import licence might
be required!

Available for export!

Article No: 450750

Article No: 450424
Article No: 450425
Article No: 450426
Article No: 450427
Article No: 450428

Hoodie S
Hoodie M
Hoodie L
Hoodie XL
Hoodie XXL

For your order, please use the card in the center of this magazine. Please ask your MOTOREX importer about the availability,
price and delivery time of the above articles. Thank you.
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THEY CALL HIM ‘THE EVIL’
BECAUSE HE CAN’T STAND
MEDIOCRITY.

Ken Roczen, MX2 World Champion 2011.

WHY DO YOU THINK
HE SWEARS BY US?
You don’t become world champion for nothing and if you plan to lead the fi eld in motocross, you need
a whole lot of skill and fi ghting spirit. Sure, Ken Roczen gives it all he’s got when he’s out to win. And
expects nothing less from the rest of his team. “Maybe they call me ‘The Evil’ because I can’t stand mediocrity.” Simply being better: that’s what MOTOREX is all about too. Which is why we’re the right partner
for Ken Roczen’s KTM Red Bull team. Discover more about how our oils are helping companies in a vast
range of industries in their quest for success. www.motorex.com

